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ก��"�8#ก��-41!+,�!�)�-����� 82�%�#�ก����ก	�"#$��%&'()*���!"��!+,�!�)�-�����
./,-ก0-������)ก�1��%&'()./,�:ก��))กก3/���!+,�!�)�-������)ก�1��*)�;�1%5�<5�  
 8�ก����ก	�"#$��%)ก��5�=�.�;�1%5�-41>0��;�1%5� 5�=��:=.�0"�*)�>0��;�1%5�<8,��ก	�
ก3/���!+,�!�)�-������)ก�1��$2��"� 9 ;�1%5� <8,-ก0 @:(;+A� BC4#;;C�� %":�8��� )��กD	 
%�)���: /��E)%��#ก� -!��8� ))%>�%4:� -41�#"7:-4�8� �)ก$�ก�:=���<8,2��"$ก4+0�>�")�0�� 
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(1) ก������������ก���� ;�1ก)�8,"� ก4+0�%ก	>�&��Q�@@� ก4+0�G�,;�1ก)�)�J:&
)#�1 (*���R���$,�� /��%�0/-G�4)� ��#ก��)#�1 -41�,��*��*)�J2�) 2�/���ก4+0�-�����.�
R����#ก�� (-�����.�R�����%5#� -�����.�R����#ก��%�#�"�-41>�8G�) <�0<8,52�ก��
2��"$.�!��=��:= ->0.J,*,)��47�(�ก��"�8#ก��-41!+,�!�)�-�����<8,52�ก����ก	�%�'();T &.�. 2548 

(2) ก���������������� 7�(�<8,���ก��!+,�!�)�>��ก3/���!+,�!�)�-����� ;�1ก)�8,"� 
ก������������� !�
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%ก:(�"ก������,��)���#<8,�:ก��;�1ก)�Q+�ก#$�"�)��08,"�/�')!����.J,.��,��) -41ก����������&'��
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1. ��*�กก��+'ก,� 

1.1  "%��	��(-����������ก����  

.�;W$$+������<�0�:/�0"����.8�#���!"��/���*)�!2�"0� X-������)ก�1��Y              
5:(%/��1�ก��ก���2���.J,.�ก��!+,�!�)�-������)ก�1�� /�0"����>0��I ��ก$1�#���./,
)8!4,)�ก��"�>R+;�1�!�/�')H��ก#$*)�/�0"���� .�*�15:()�!�ก��-������1/"0��;�1%5� 
(ILO) ก6<8,�:ก���#���!"��/���*)�-������)ก�1��<",!0)�*,��ก",��  8�!�)�!4+�-�����   
5:($,��.�%��	Eก#$�)ก�1�� (Informal Sector) 7�(�!�)�!4+�5�=�0"�5:(%;F�-������)ก�1�� !') 
G�,"0�$,��-41G�,���$,��<�0�:�#>#��&��Q�!"��%;F����$,��4�ก$,��>0)ก�� -41-�����.�R��;�1ก)�-
ก#$ก��*��8%46ก.�%��	Eก#$�)ก�1��5:(4�ก$,��-41���$,���:�#>#��&��Q�!"��%;F����$,��4�ก$,��
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>0)ก�� ->0.�5��;b#��>#���<�0<8,���ก��!+,�!�)�%50�5:(!"� %�'()�$�ก!"��<�0%/��1�*)�ก3/���
-41/�')!"������R.�ก��>�"$-����� 7�(�/�กก��!+,�!�)�-������)ก�1�� 8�.J,�#���
*)� ILO ก6$17=2�7,)�ก��-�����.��1��.�0"�5:(%;F�ก#$ก��*��8%46ก5:(<8,���ก��!+,�!�)�>��
ก3/���-4," ->0.�5��;b#��>#���<�0����R82�%�#�ก��!+,�!�)�-�����<8,)�0��;�1#5Q#H�& 
8����=�%&'()./,%ก#8!"��J�8%$�.�ก��!+,�!�)�-������)ก�1�� G�,"#$��$��*)%�)�#���2�/���ก��
!+,�!�)�-������)ก�1��<",8���:= X-������)ก�1�� /���R�� G�,52����7�(�>ก4�52����./,G�,./,
52����  8�<8,���!0�>)�-5�.�ก��52����<�0"0�$1%�:�กJ'())�0��<� -41<�0)��0H��.>,ก��!+,�!�)�
>��ก3/���"0�8,"�ก��!+,�!�)�-�����Y )�0��<�ก6>��.�ก����ก	�!��=��:=<8,��ก	�!�)�!4+�>��
�#���*)� ILO 5�=��:=%&'()./,����R�2�%�)-�"5��ก��%&#(�;�1#5Q#H�&ก��!+,�!�)�-�����.�
�1��.�0"�5:(���<�0<8,���ก��!+,�!�)�)�0���:;�1#5Q#H�& �"�R��ก4+0�)�J:&)#�1 7�(�G�,"#$��<8,$�8
<",.�ก4+0�-������)ก�1��8,"� 

1.2  ก��"��"�����������ก���� 

��>�ก��*)���E.�ก���,��!"��!+,�!�)�5����!�-410�%�#�!+�H�&J:"#>5:(0�G4
>0)-������)ก�1��$2�-�ก<8,%;F� 2 �18�� .��18��-�ก%;F�ก��./,!"��!+,�!�)�.�E��15:(%;F�
&4%�')� -41.��18��5:()�%;F�ก��./,!"��!+,�!�)�.�E��15:(%;F�-����� %�'()�$�ก-�����  
�)ก�1��0"�./@0%;F�-�����8,)� )ก� �:ก����ก	�>(2� E��1��ก$� ;�1ก)�ก��-�����   
�)ก�1��0"�./@0<�0�:���$,��5:(-�0�)� "�8#ก��5:(-�����ก4+0��:=<8,���$��%;F�"�8#ก��        
5:(82�%�#�ก�� 8���E  

.�0"�*)�ก��;�1ก����!� -������)ก�1������R<8,���!"��!+,�!�)�>��
&�1��J��@@�>#;�1ก����!� &.�. 2534 >����>�� 39 -41��>�� 40  8���>�� 39 ./,#5Q#G�,5:(%!�
%;F�G�,;�1ก��>�5:(%!�%;F�4�ก$,�� ����R!�R��H�&��J#กก)�5+�;�1ก����!�>0)<;<8,.��1��
ก��;�1ก��>� 8�!"����!�.$ 2�/���G�,;�1ก)�)�J:&)#�1��=�����R%*,�%;F���J#กก)�5+�
;�1ก����!�<8,>����>�� 40 7�(�ก2�/�8./,G�,;�1ก)�)�J:&)#�1����R��!�%;F�G�,;�1ก��>� 
-41<8,���#5Q#;�1 �J�� 3 ;�1%H5 !') !4)8�+>� 5+&&4H�& -41%:�J:"#> 

5��8,����>�E��-������1/"0��;�1%5���=� .�;W$$+���)�!�ก��-������1/"0��
;�1%5�<8,�:ก��))ก)�+�@@�%&'()./,ก��!+,�!�)�-������)ก�1��.�/4��ก4+0� %J0� -�����.�
H�!ก��%ก	>� -�����.�ก#$ก��;�1�� G�,������<;52�5:(�,�� /@#���#ก��7�(�52����ก4��!'�         
G�,52����.� ��-�� �,��)�/��-41R�����%5#� -41ก��!+,�!�)�4�ก$,��5:(52����-��<�0%>6�%"4�
<",-4," 
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1.3  ��ก��+'ก,�ก��"��"�����������ก������ก�������/�++'ก,� 

$�กก����ก	�ก��!+,�!�)�-������)ก�1��.�ก4+0�;�1%5���ก	� 9 ;�1%5� 
;��กbG4ก����ก	�5:(2�!�@-41����R�2���;�1�+ก>�.J,ก��ก��!+,�!�)�-������)ก�1��.�
;�1%5�<5�8���:= 

������������/0�-����������ก���� ��;-��ก��"0�$,�����-������)ก�1��
.�->041;�1%5�.�ก4+0�;�1%5���ก	�<8,R�ก&�d��./,�:!"��7��7,)���ก*�=� $����!��=�<�0)�$
-�0�-�ก/�')ก2�/�8./,J�8%$�<8,"0�%;F�ก��"0�$,�����.���;-��.8-41!"�<8,���ก��!+,�!�)�ก��
52����/�')<�0 ;�1%5�.�ก4+0���ก	�0"�./@0 �:ก��!+,�!�)�-������)ก�1�� (1) -�����
%ก	>�ก��� (agricultural worker) (2) -�����5:(������<;52�5:(�,�� (homeworker) (3) G�,"0�$,��
>�%)� (self-employed) (4) -�����5:(52����<�0%>6�%"4� (part-time worker) �)ก$�กก4+0�-�����
�)ก�1�� 4 ก4+0�*,��>,� ->041;�1%5�.�ก4+0���ก	��:ก��))กก3/���%
&�1%&'()!+,�!�)�
-������)ก�1�����ก4+0�%;F�&#%�	  

ก$	��("��"�����������ก���� ;�1%5�.�ก4+0�;�1%5���ก	��:� ����5:($1
*���ก��!+,�!�)�-������)ก�1��./,<8,���ก��!+,�!�)�%ก:(�"ก��H�&ก��$,�����-41!"��
%;F�)��05:(8:%J0�%8:�"ก��-�����;�1%H54�ก$,��5:(52����;ก>#5�("<; )�0��<�ก68: %�'()�$�กH�&-41
4�ก	�1���*)�ก4+0�-������)ก�1��5:(�:!"��/4�ก/4��-41->ก>0��ก��))ก<; 52�./,ก��
!+,�!�)�-������)ก�1��.�->041;�1%H5����:!"��->ก>0��ก��))ก<; 

��#�ก��"��"�����������ก���� ก4+0�;�1%5���ก	�0"�./@0 �:ก��ก2�/�8.J,
��>�ก�����!��%&'()./,G�,"0�$,��>�%)�))�%�#�0"�/��(�.��1/"0��5:(�:���<8,$�กก��52���� 8�
$0��%�#��5�.�)�>��5:(ก2�/�8%*,�ก)�5+�;�1ก����!� (/�')ก)�5+��2���@) %&'()<8,���ก��
!+,�!�)�#5Q#;�1 �J��%�'()%ก	:��)��+ ก��8�-4��ก	�&����4 /�')ก��J0"�%/4')/�ก<�0����R
52����<8, %;F�>,� 

�
#��"��*��-
1�#��� ;�1%5�.�ก4+0���ก	� <8,-ก0 -!��8�-41))%>�%4:� �:-�"!#8       
.�ก��ก2�/�8!0�>)�-5�ก��52����*�=�&'=�E��./,-ก0-������)ก�1��.�4�ก	�15:(!2����R��ก��
J8%J�!"��%:(��/�')!"��<�0-�0�)�.�ก���:���52�*)�ก4+0�-������)ก�1�� >4)8$�!0�.J,$0��     
5:(%ก#8*�=�.�ก��52����*)�-������)ก�1�� %�'()%;�:��%5:��ก��ก��52����-414�ก	�1*)����5:(
ก4+0�4�ก$,��5�("<;52����./,-ก0���$,��.�R��;�1ก)�ก#$ก��*)����$,�� 8�<8,���ก��!+,�!�)�
#5Q#;�1 �J��>����>�E��-�����5:(ก2�/�8<", 
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(4) 

2
�%3��ก�������� ;�1%5�.�ก4+0���ก	��:ก��ก2�/�8ก��!+,�!�)�-������)ก�1��
.�->041ก4+0�%ก:(�"ก��ก��!"�!+�/�')$2�ก�8$2��"�J�(" ��ก��52����->ก>0��ก��))ก<;*�=�)��0ก��
H�&ก��52���� -414�ก	�1*)����5:(52� -41�:!"���'8/�+0�.�ก��$2�ก�8%"4�ก��52����./,
)8!4,)�ก��4�ก	�1���  

/%��4
ก ;�1%5�.�ก4+0���ก	��:ก��ก2�/�8ก��!+,�!�)�-������)ก�1��.�->041
ก4+0�%ก:(�"ก��%"4�&�ก.��1/"0��ก��52����->ก>0��ก��))ก<;*�=�)��0ก��H�&ก��52���� 4�ก	�1
*)����5:(52� -41�:!"����8/�+0�.�ก��$2�ก�8%"4�ก��52����./,)8!4,)�ก��4�ก	�1��� 

"����������%�/%�� ;�1%5�.�ก4+0���ก	��:ก��ก2�/�8ก��!+,�!�)�-������)ก�1��
.�->041ก4+0�%ก:(�"ก��!0�52����40"�%"4�*)�-������)ก�1��->041ก4+0�->ก>0��ก��))ก<; *�=�)��0
ก��H�&ก��52���� -414�ก	�1*)����5:(52�"0�$1>,)�./,�:ก��ก2�/�8!0�>)�-5�ก��52����>��
$2��"�J�(" ��ก��52����/�')<�0 /�ก�:ก��52����%ก#�ก"0�$2��"�J�(" ��ก��52����;ก>#5:(ก2�/�8<", 
���$,��>,)�$0��!0�52����40"�%"4�./,-ก0!�52����8��ก40�"  

%
�	(�!���%
��� ;�1%5�.�ก4+0���ก	��:ก��ก2�/�8ก��!+,�!�)�-������)ก�1��
.�->041ก4+0�%ก:(�"ก��"��/�+8-41"��4�->ก>0��ก��))ก<;*�=�)��0ก��H�&ก��52���� -414�ก	�1
*)����5:(52� ;�1%5�-!��8� )��กD	 %�)���: ))%>�%4:� �#"7:-4�8� -41@:(;+A� �:ก��ก2�/�8./,
!"��!+,�!�)�-�����%ก:(�"ก��"��/�+8-41"��4�5:(2�!�@*)�!�52���� <8,-ก0 ก��4�/�+8&�กG0)�
;�1$2�;T ก��4�!4)8�+>� -41ก��4�%ก:(�"ก��!�)�!��"  8��:ก��ก2�/�8"��4�/�')%�'()�<*.�ก��
.J,#5Q#4�<",->ก>0��ก��  

���5����3(2�6�7�� 8 *�กก�������� .�8,��#5Q#;�1 �J��)'(� I $�กก��52������=� 
->041;�1%5�$1�:ก��$�8./,.�4�ก	�15:(->ก>0��ก��*�=�)��0ก��H�&5��%��	Eก#$ ��!�         
H�&ก��$,�� H�&ก��52���� -41� ����*)�->041;�1%5�  8�#5Q#;�1 �J��)'(� I $�กก��
52����5:(�:ก��$�8./, <8,-ก0 ก��$�85:(&�ก)����-41)�/�� ก��$�8&�/�1���-0� ก����ก	�&����4
-41ก��$�8����& ก��./, )ก���ก	�-41)���ก��52���� ก��!+,�!�)�%ก:(�"ก��ก��<8,���%�#�
!0�$,��$�กก��52���� !"��;4)8H��.�ก��52���� )+;ก���-41%!�'()��')5:(.J,ก��52����#5Q#.�
ก���"�>�"ก�� /4�ก;�1ก��5����!� ก��/4:ก%4:(����;-��ก��"0�$,����� 
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(5) 

1.4  ������ก������%* 

(1)  ก������������ก���� 

ก�������������:�����ก�� -�����5:(52����.�R����#ก������R-�0�
))ก%;F� 2 ก4+0� !') -�����5:(�:�#>#��&��Q�%;F����$,��4�ก$,���1/"0��%$,�*)�R����#ก��-41
4�ก$,�� -41):กก4+0�/��(�5:(<�0�:�#>#��&��Q�!"��%;F����$,��4�ก$,�� ->0G�,52����$1<8,���
G4>)�-5�%;F�0"�-�0�$�ก���<8,5:(���$�ก4�ก!,�.�ก��./,��#ก��->041!��=� 

       ก4+0�-�����.�R����#ก��;�1%H5R�����%5#� -�����5:(<�0.J04�ก$,�����0"�
$1>,)�$0��!0�.J,$0�����;�1%H5./,-ก0%$,�*)�R����#ก�� ก������/�')/�+8���  8�<�04�/�')
-$,�./,%$,�*)�R����#ก��5���$1R�ก/�ก���<8,/�')!0�>)�-5� <�0�:ก��>�"$+*H�&             
%�'()%$6�;A"�$1>,)����G#8J)�!0�.J,$0��8,��ก����ก	�&����4%)� <�0<8,���#5Q#8,��ก��
;�1ก����!� /�')ก)�5+�%�#�58-5� J�(" ��ก��&�กG0)�-41"��/�+8<�0%/��1� 0"�-�0����<8,
<�0%;F�Q��� J�(" ��ก��52����/��ก%ก#�<; ก��$0��!0�>)�-5�<�0>��%"4� R��5:(52����           
<�0;4)8H��  

ก4+0�-�����5:(�#.J04�ก$,��.�R����#ก��;�1%H5�,��%�#�"� 0"�./@0�:!"��
&).$ก��H�&!"��%;F�)��0.�;W$$+��� ;W@/�5:(&�0"�./@0 <8,-ก0 J�(" ��ก��&�กG0)�-41"��/�+8
<�0%/��1� 0"�-�0����<8,<�0%;F�Q��� J�(" ��ก��52����/��ก%ก#�<; ก��$0��!0�>)�-5�<�0
>��%"4� 

ก����/ก,#�4
�5�
;;� 4�ก	�1ก��52�&��Q�@@��:5�=�>ก4�ก��8,"�"�$�-41ก��52�
�@@�%;F�/���')  8�0"�./@0 52�.���;*)��@@�7'=)-*��G4G4#> 7�(��:5�=�<�0<8,ก2�/�8
)��+&��Q�@@�-41ก2�/�8)��+&��Q�@@� ก��52�����:H�&%/�')�ก��52����.�H�!ก��%ก	>�
5�("<;ก40�"!') <�0�:ก3%ก�m�/�')�1%�:��>��>�".�8,��$2��"�"��52����>0)�;8�/� $2��"�J�(" ��
&�ก>0)"�� "��/�+8;�1$2��;8�/� "��/�+8>��;�1%&�: -41"��/�+8&�กG0)�;�1$2�;T %ก	>�ก�  
&��Q�@@�%ก')�!��(�/��(�<�0�:)+;ก���!+,�!�)�!"��;4)8H��0"��+!!4 

ก���������ก����2�4����� <8,-ก0 ก4+0�)�J:&*���R���$,�� ก4+0�)�J:&/��%�0/-G�4)� 
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Executive Summary 

Department of Labour Protection and Welfare conducts a research in order to 

extend protection to labours in Informal Sector, so that Informal Sector protection law will 

be enacted in Thailand. The research has conducted on both domestic and international 

documents. For the international part, the Informal Sector protection law in 9 countries 

such as Japan, Philippines, Vietnam, England, Germany, U.S.A, Canada, Australia and 

New Zealand has been studied. Moreover, it also includes survey on sample groups; 

employers and employees (labour) in various types of businesses as well as self-

employed workers, in total of 5,604 samples, dividing into 2 groups as followed; Informal 

Sector and Formal Sector. 

(1) Informal Sector consists of contract farmers and self-employed workers 

(drivers, stalls/kiosks, freelance services and groceries) while labours in entertainment 

service sector (labours in entertainment places and beauty salons) are not included in 

this survey but the data studied by the Department of Labour Protection and Welfare in 

2005 has been applied.     

(2) Formal Sector which is protected according to the Labour Protection Law is 

consists of; Workers who are protected by ministerial regulation (agricultural workers, 

inland fishery workers, fishery workers, home-based workers, housework workers that do 

not have business or housemaids) and workers who are protected by Labour Protection 

Law (workers in small businesses, such as general entertainment place, restaurant/café 

and part time workers). 

1. Study results 

1.1 Definition of Informal Sector   

Nowadays, there is no agency providing definition of =Informal Sector> which 

is suitable for using in informal sector protection. Several agencies give a definition 

which complies with their purposes or missions while International Labour Organization 

(ILO) provides relatively wide definition of Informal Sector which involves labours that 

are hired in Informal Economy (Informal Sector) which includes Informal Sector such as 
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employers and employees without juristic relation between hirer and worker, and labour 

force in small businesses in Informal Economy whose employers and employees have 

juristic relation between hirer and workers. However, it is not practically protected as 

expected because of inappropriateness of the laws and/or ability of labour investigation. 

If the protection of Informal Sector applies definition of ILO, it will overlap with formal 

sector labours in small business which is protected by law but in practical it cannot 

protect labour force effectively. Therefore, to make clear understanding of informal 

sector protection, the researcher proposes the definitions of informal sector protection 

as followed; =informal labour is worker who agrees to work for a hirer by obtaining 

payment regardless of its name and has not been protected by the Labour Protection 

Law.> However, this study has extended to include definition of ILO so that it can 

propose increment protection efficiency of labour force, including self-employed 

workers classified as in group of Informal Sector by the researcher. 

1.2 Informal Sector Protection 

Government policy to create social protection and quality of life promotion 

that affects Informal Sector can be divided into 2 levels; first, providing protection as a 

citizen and second, providing protection as labour force since most labours in informal 

sector are underprivileged, uneducated and poor, and have no permanent employers. 

Therefore, welfare they obtain is that performed by government.   

For the Social Welfare, Informal Sector can obtain protection according to 

the Social Welfare Act 1991, clause 39 and 40. The clause 39 gives right to person who 

was joined the social security fund and used to be employee can preserve his/her 

membership status of Social Security Fund further in voluntary social security system. 

For self-employed workers, they can for membership in Social Security Fund according 

to Clause 40 stating that self-employed workers can apply for security fund and receive 

three rights relating to child delivery, physical disability and death.  

For international labour standard, currently the International Labour 

Organization has already enacted conventions to protect several groups of Informal 

Sector such as agricultural workers, fishery workers, home-based workers, courtesan 
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working at night, workers in hotels, restaurants and entertainment places as well as part 

time employees.    

1.3 Result of Informal Sector Protection in Studied Countries 

From the study of Informal Sector in 9 studied countries, the important results 

that can be applied to Informal Sector Protection in Thailand are as followed;  

Practice and Type of Informal Sector  Employment practice of Informal 

Sector in each studied country is improved so complicated that sometimes it cannot be 

classified or determined which employment practice it belongs to and if it deserves the 

protection. Most of the countries provide Informal Sector protection for (1) agricultural 

workers (2) home-based workers (3) self-employed workers and (4) part-time workers. 

Besides those four groups of workers, each country enacts specific law to specially 

protect some groups of Informal Sector.  

Informal Sector Protection Law The countries in the studied group have 

policy to expand informal sector protection to cover employment status and well living 

as normal employees. However, since work condition and nature of Informal Sector is 

various and different, the informal sector protection of each type is also different.   

Informal Sector Protection Measure  Most of countries decide on 

enforcement measure so that self-employed can have some savings while working by 

contributing of predetermined amount to Social Security Fund (or Government Pension 

Fund) to obtain benefits in case of retirement, hospitality or helps if they are incapable of 

work, etc.   

Minimum Wage The countries in studied group such as Canada and 

Australia consider determining minimum wage to Informal Sector regarding risk 

compensation or employment uncertainty for Informal Sector, including expenses caused in 

their work comparing to work condition and nature of general employees working in their 

employerDs office. Their benefits and rights are protected according to labour standard.  

Working Hours The studied countries determine protection for each informal 

sector group which relates to control and limit working hours differently depending on 
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work condition, nature of work and flexibility of working hour determination complying 

with its nature.   

Rest Period The studied countries determine protection for each group 

relating to rest period between working hours differently depending on its nature of work 

and flexibility of working hour determination complying with its nature. 

Overtime Wage The studied countries define protection for each group 

relating to each groupDs overtime wage differently depending on its nature of work and 

flexibility of working hour determination complying with its nature whether their wage 

should be defined according to working hours. If there are excessive working hours, the 

employer has to pay for the overtime working hour.  

Holiday and Day Leave The studied countries define protection for each 

group relating to each groupDs holiday and day leave differently depending on work 

environment and nature. Japan, England, Germany, Canada, Australia and New 

Zealand offer protection relating to holiday and day leave such as annual holiday, 

maternity leave and leave for family matters. It is determined for the right of taking leave 

differently.  

Other Benefits  Each country provides the benefits differently depending on 

their economy, social, employment, working status and policy. The other benefits are 

such as; accommodation and food, transportation service, medical care and funeral, 

education and training, protection of wage receiving from work, safety at work, 

equipment and tool for work, right to organize, social welfare, avoiding employment 

practice.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

1.4 Summary of Survey 

(1)  Informal Sector  

Workers in Entertainment Places  Workers in entertainment places can 

be divided into 2 groups; workers who have juristic relation as employer and employee 

between entertainment place owner and workers and workers who do not have juristic 
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relation as employer and employee but  will receive remuneration in terms of sharing 

income from customers service charges.    

      For workers in entertainment places, some workers who are not 

employees have to pay for certain expenses to the owner. Being late to work or taking 

day leaves without informing to the owner will cause the deduction of their income. 

There is no annual medical examination and when they become ill, they have to 

responsible for their own hospitalDs expense without any right to use Social Welfare or 

Workmen's Compensation Fund.  The rest period and holidays are not suitably provided. 

It also includes unfair wage, over-hardworking, delayed payment, and unsafely working 

place.  

Workers who are not employed in beauty salons mostly are satisfied with 

present living condition. Most of problems are inappropriate rest period and holiday, 

unfair wage, over-hardworking, delayed payment.   

Contract Farming Workers The contract farming is performed both as 

words and written form. Mostly it is performed in term of product selling-buying 

agreement which either defines the term of agreements or not. The work condition is the 

same as general agricultural work which does not have definite rule or regulation on 

working day per week, rest period per day, weekly holiday, traditional holiday and 

annual holiday. Almost half of contract farming workers do not have personal safeguard.   

Self-Employed Workers include drivers, stalls/kiosks, freelances and 

grocery workers. In general, they mostly work 8 hours a day with inconsistent rest period 

depending on numbers of customers. Most of them have no weekly holiday, traditional 

holiday and annual holiday. In case of illness or injury, they will mostly use benefits from 

national health welfare. The problem/obstacle of work is such as unstable income, lack 

of welfare to promote their living quality, etc.           
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(2)  Formal Sector Workers who are protected according to Labour Protection Law  

(2.1)  Workers who are protected according to Ministerial Regulation 

Agricultural workers Most of them are not provided by vocation 

holiday, sick leave, business leave, weekly holiday and traditional holiday. The 

employees can take day leave through oral informing to the employers. Most of 

employees who take day leave do not receive wage in that day. For workers who work 

on their holiday according to his/her right, they will obtain normal day workingDs wage. 

Usually they are not provided by equipment/tool for safety. Few have obtained training 

on danger from chemical and danger prevention methods from agencies belong to 

Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperative. Most of employees and employers do not know 

that there is ministerial regulation on agricultural worker protection B.C. 2004.  

Sea Fishery Workers  Most of them have not been determined on 

weekly holiday, traditional holiday and annual holiday. However, they are able to take 

day off for sick leave or business leave, but will not receive wage for daily worker while 

monthly worker will receive normal wage. Most of them do not know that they are 

protected according to Labour Protection Law. If they become ill, they will utilize the 

National Health insurance Project.  

Home-Based Worker Most of work agreement are as followed; 

agreement on oral without written form, working guarantee is not required, employer will 

prepare equipment/tool and material for work, employeeDs wage will not be deducted 

but partly will be deducted for tax, damage compensation and work guarantee, working 

hour does not exceed 7 hours a day, 6 days a week and 1 day off, work is not related to 

production, assembling and processing of explosion or inflammable material but a few 

work related to inflammable material, equipment/tool have not been provided for their 

safety, there is no training or advice on protection from chemical. They do not receive 

assistance from employer when they have an accident. Most of employers and 

employees do not know that there is ministerial regulation about home-based workerDs 

protection B.C.2004.  
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Workers working related to housework without doing business or 

housemaid The employment condition is performed through oral agreement without 

determining duration of employment. Mostly, it is on monthly basis without expense for 

starting work. Most of them work more than 8 hours a day without determination of rest 

period between working hours, weekly holiday, traditional holiday and annual holiday. 

They have right to request for business leave or sick leave but they will not receive wage 

for daily workers while monthly workers will receive it as usual. There is no suitable 

welfare and no saving for their retirement. Mostly, they do not realize that they are 

protected according to the Labour Protection Law. 

(2.2)  Workers who are protected according to the Labour Protection Law  

Workers in Small Business 1 Most of them work more than 8 hours 

without determination of weekly holiday, traditional holiday and annual holiday. They 

have right to take business leave or sick leave but will not receive wage for daily workers 

while monthly workers will receive it as usual. In majority, they are not provided by 

personal safeguard equipment. Their problems and obstacles for work are lacking of 

appropriate welfare and no saving for retirement. Most of them do not realize that they 

are protected by Labour Protection Law. They normally use Health Insurance Card in 

case of illness.  

Part Time Workers refer to works performed to employer less than 

5 days a week or 40 hours a week, including workers who work certain period of time a 

day or certain days a week. The employment condition is both oral and written 

agreement and mostly are as followed; hourly employment, less than 8 working hours a 

day, no determination of rest period between working hours, but in general one hour rest 

period a day, no determination on weekly holiday, traditional holiday and annual holiday. 

They have right to take business leave or sick leave but will not receive wage for daily 

workers while monthly workers will receive it as usual. In majority, they are not provided 

by personal safeguard equipment. Their problem and obstacle is lack of appropriate 

welfare. Most of them do not realize that they are protected according to the Labour 

Protection Law.  
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2. Suggestions 

 2.1 Informal Sector Workers 

       2.1.1 Workers in Entertainment Places  

              Workers in entertainment places earn remuneration on income sharing 

and have no juristic relation as employer and employee; it is then Informal Sector. 

Therefore, the labour protection law should be enacted to protect this group of workers. 

Such can be performed in 2 schemes: (1) Enact the Worker Protection Act as mentioned 

in 2.1.4 by issuing ministerial regulations for each type of informal sector workers, and 

(2) enact the Labour Protection Act for Workers in Entertainment Places which include 

workers whose earning comes from income sharing in entertainment places, beauty 

salons and others entertainments which have the same characteristic of income sharing 

between entrepreneurs and workers. The important details should be stated in the 

protection as followed;   

(1) Provide protection to workers in service sector that refer to any 

workers in entertainment places who have no daily or monthly income but earn 

remuneration from sharing service charges obtained from customer.  

(2) The entertainment place according to this ministerial regulation 

should refer to that according to the Act on Entertainment Place and include barberDs 

shop, salon, spa, Thai massage and others likewise.  

(3) The owner should make written employment agreement. 

(4) The owner has to pay accurate amount of wage as stated in wage 

rate on identified date and place and keeps payment receipt as evidence.  

(5) The owner must not deduct the wage for any purposes, unless it is 

required by law.  

(6) The owner must not make worker to work overtime or work on holiday 

unless there is written consent from the worker and the owner has to pay the wage as 

predetermined between both of them. 

(7) The owner and worker make agreement on holiday at least one day 

per week.  
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(8) The owner has to provide safeguard or equipments for safety at work 

and determine safety policy at work.  

(9) The owner has to provide necessary welfare such as drinking water, 

toilet separating male and female and first aid equipment at the work place.  

(10) In case of injury or illness or death resulting from work, the owner 

has to pay for his/her medical care and compensation. 

(11) The owner has to hold annual medical examination.  

(12) The employer must not call for expense from employee for the 

employment.  

(13) Workers can organize for registration as entertainment place 

worker group with objectives to promote and improve work condition of worker and to 

suggest a policy to the minister about labour protection and employment promotion in 

entertainment places, etc.  

(14) Arrange a labour protection committee in entertainment place to 

suggest policy to ministers about labour protection, employment promotion in 

entertainment place and enactment of ministerial regulation on basic labour protection 

for each type of workforce in entertainment place according to economy and social 

environment, etc.  

2.1.2 Contract Farming Workers 

For Contract Farming Agriculture, regard as being employer and 

employee between entrepreneur who is employer and farmers who are agricultural 

producers, it shows that there is no juristic relation as being employer and employee. It 

is about commercial trading, and then Labour Protection Law should not cover the 

contract agricultural workers. However, from the study it is found that nowadays some 

farmers in Contract Farming system are taken advantage by the entrepreneur. 

Therefore, to make it fair for both parties, The Act on Contract Farming workers should 

be enacted with the following details;  

(1) Contract farming definition refers to making agreement between an 

entrepreneur who wishes to buy agricultural products and farmers who wish to produce 
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agricultural products for selling to the entrepreneur according to the predetermined 

agreement.  

(2) Contract farming workerDs committees should be established to 

perform several tasks such as providing advice about policy, statement and related 

regulation, etc.    

(3) Agreement should be made between entrepreneur and farmers 

with contents required by law.  

(4) Do not force farmers to buy production supplies from the 

entrepreneur and/or from other entrepreneur either direct or indirect way.  

(5) Contract farming related persons, both an entrepreneur and 

farmers; have to register to authorized person from Minister of Commerce. 

(6) To make agreement on Contract farming must not lead to 

transferring right, ownership or domination of land to the entrepreneur.  

(7) Prepare mechanism to manage with any conflicts promptly at local 

level.  

2.1.3 Self-Employed Workers  

Since self-employed worker is considered as an entrepreneur and has 

no employee, protection law concerning employer and employee cannot be issued. 

Therefore, the protection for this group is to apply the concept of Social Protection 

System to protect them instead of Labour Protection Law with procedures as followed; 

(1) Enact the Act on Pension Fund for Workers in order to establish 

pension fund for workers by transferring operation of employee welfare fund in parts of 

employerDs contribution and employeeDs saving and social security fund concerning 

disability, death and old age to be included in the Pension Fund for workers established 

by the Act and enforce employer, employee and self-employed to contribute to the fund.    

(2) Provide opportunity to self-employed workers to apply for 

membership in social security fund and receive the same rights as formal sector 

workers. The self-employed workers have to pay for the employer contribution. 

(3) Promote and encourage self-employed workers or freelances to 

organize an association depending on their professions so that they can give advice or 
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comments and coordination for improvement between self-employed workers and 

related government agencies. 

(4) Enact the Worker Protection Act as mentioned in 2.1.4. For the part 

welfare fund, freelances or self-employed workers should be eligible for the fund in 

terms of loans and occupational development. 

 

2.1.4 Informal Sector Protection Law 

The Informal Sector Protection Law should determine principle for 

issuing the worker protection law and ministerial regulations to protect each type of 

informal labour. The content of such law should include general provision, employment 

of labour in general, employment of women, employment of young workers, wages, 

welfare, occupational safety, worker promotion and development, worker committee, 

worker welfare fund, health insurance, occupational training and contribution, labour 

inspector, lodgment and consideration of complaints and penal provision. 

 2.2 Formal Sector Workers 

Agricultural Workers Agricultural workers consist of harvesting, animal 

husbandry, foresting, salt field and inland fishery. They are protected according to 

ministerial regulation on Agricultural worker protection B.C. 2004 which excludes certain 

protections for agricultural work with periodical employment. From the study it is found 

that many farmers and workers do not realize that they are protected by the Labour 

Protection Law and most of them have not complied with such ministerial regulation. The 

results of studied countries, it is found that some countries issue Labour Protection Act 

in Agriculture to be complied with employment condition and work nature. Therefore, in 

Thailand where is considered as an agriculture country with a lot of agricultural workers 

who should be protected appropriately. Therefore, the Labour Protection Act in 

Agriculture should be enacted with the following details.      

(1) =Agricultural work> refers to task that employee works for employer in 

harvesting, animal husbandry, foresting, salt field, and inland fishery. 
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(2) In case of employee living with employer, employer should prepare 

appropriate and safe accommodation for the employee.  

(3) Employer should prepare safety tool or equipment for work and 

determine safety procedure at work.   

(4) Employer has to provide employee weekly holiday at least one day a 

week and the interval between weekly holidays should not be more than 6 days. 

Employer and employee may agree in advance to fix any day as a weekly holiday.  

(5) Working in holiday has to be paid at rate required by law.  

(6) In case that employer hires employee from another area, after the 

employment agreement is terminated, employer has to pay for transportation fee for 

employee return trip.   

Workers working related to housework without doing business or is 

housemaid. They are protected under the ministerial regulation B.C.1998 according to 

the Labour Protection Act B.C.2004 but it provides relatively little protection. Therefore, 

the protection for this group of worker should be extended and the ministerial regulation 

should include matters as followed;   

(1) Making written agreement with details required by law.  

(2) In case of employee living with employer, employer has to prepare 

appropriate and safe accommodation to the employee. If employer cannot provide 

accommodation, the employer has to pay the employee for rent. 

(3) Employer should provide hygienic and nutritious food to employee. If 

employer cannot do so, employer has to pay employee for food.  

(4) Employer has to provide weekly holiday to employee at least one day a 

week and the interval between weekly holidays should not be more than 6 days.  

(5)  Employee who has worked for an uninterrupted period of one year is 

entitled to annual holidays of not less than 6 working days per year, and they can collect 

and postpone any annual holidays.   

(6) Employer has to pay wage to employee equal to working day wage for 

working on weekly holiday and annual holiday.   
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(7) Employee has to be provided rest period not less one hour after working 

for not more than 5 consecutive hours. 

(8) Employer is prohibited to employ a child under 15 years of age as an 

employee. In case of employment of a young worker under 18 years of age, the 

employer has to notify a labour inspector within 15 days after such person commencing 

work.  

(9) Employee who is pregnant is entitled to maternity leave of not more than 

90 days.   

(10) In case of the same nature, quality and quantity of work, employer has 

to equally determine wage, overtime pay, holiday pay, holiday overtime pay for both 

male and female employee.  

(11)  Employer prepares safeguard equipment for safety at work according 

to standard and criteria stated by the director-general.  

Workers in small business such as hire for work, general entertainment 

place, and restaurants Since these workers have already been protected under Labour 

Protection Law, the following procedures will improve Labour law execution;   

(1) Enable workers in small businesses to recognize their rights to be 

protected under Labour Protection Law  by public relation through advertising media.  

(2) Take action to inform the small business owner about their duties 

according to the Labour Protection Law by public relation through advertising media 

including seminar to educate people about the Labour Protection Law. 

(3) Establish the Government Pension Fund Act for workers by transferring 

operation of employee welfare fund in parts of employer contribution and employeeDs 

saving and Social Security Fund regarding disability, death and old age to be included 

in pension fund for workers established according to the Act and enforces employer, 

employee and self-employed workers to contribute to the fund at the rate required by 

law.  

(4) Promote and encourage workers in small business to organize an 

association or labour union to be a middleman to provide advice and coordinate the 

labours improvement in small business with related government agencies 
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(5) Promote and encourage workers in small business to organize an 

employer association to be a middleman to propose comments and coordinate labour 

improvement in small business with related government agencies.  

Part Time Workers refer to works performed to employer less than 5 days a 

week or 40 hours a week, including certain period in a day or certain days in a week. 

According to the Labour Protection Law, they have juristic relation of being employer 

and employee and then they have already been protected under Labour Protection Law. 

However, from the survey it is found that most of them do not know that they are 

protected by Labour Protection Law and in practical they are hardly protected and 

receive no benefits. Moreover, the Labour Protection Law does not clarify benefits and 

rights these workers are entitled to. Therefore, the ministerial regulation should be 

enacted to protect these workers more effectively with the following details;  

(1) Part time works refer to works performed to employer less than 5 days a 

week or 40 hours a week, including certain period in a day or certain days in a week.  

(2) Employer has to determine benefits to employee regarding traditional 

holiday and annual holiday in proportion of the numbers of working days to total number 

of full-time working days. 

(3) Compensate to employee whose employment is terminated in proportion 

with numbers of working day to total number of full-time working days.  

(4) Making written employment agreement with content required by law. 

(5) Employer must not treat employees who are working full time and part 

time unfairly relating to promotion, wage payment and welfare unless there is reasonable 

supporting reason.    

(6) In case that there is full time work position available, employer has to 

consider promoting part time employee to full time one depending on his/her skill and 

capacity.  
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